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Entropy production and Onsager symmetry in neoclassical transport processes of mag-

netically confined plasmas are studied in detail for general toroidal systems including nonax-

isyminetric configurations. We find that the flux surface average of the entropy production

defined from the linearized collision operator and the gyroangle-averaged distribution func-

tion coincides with the sum of the inner products of the thermodynamic forces and the

conjugate fluxes consisting of the Pfirsch-Schliiter, banana-plateau, nonaxisymmetric parts

of the neoclassical radial fluxes and the parallel current. We prove from the self-adjoint ness

of tho linearized collision operator that the Onsager symmetry is robustly valid for the neo-

cl ' transport equations in the cases of general toroidal plasmas consisting of electrons

Hi" species ions with arbitrary collision frequencies. It is shown that the Onsager

syii i: iolds whether or not the ambipolarity condition is used to reduce the number of

the conjugate pairs of the transport fluxes and the thermodynamic forces. We also derive

the full transport coefficients for the banana-plateau and nonaxisymmetric parts, separately,

and investigate their symmetry properties. The nonaxisymmetric transport equations are

obtained for arbitrary collision frequencies in the Pfirsch-Schliiter and plateau regimes, and it

is directly confirmed that the total banana-plateau and nonaxisymmetric transport equations

satisfy the Onsager symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transport processes caused by binary Coulomb collisions between charged particles in
toroidal magnetic configurations are described by the neoclassical transport theory.1"3 Par-
ticle and heat transport fluxes observed in most fusion devices exceed the predictions of
the neoclassical transport theory and thus are called anomalous transport.4 The anomalous
transport is considered to result from the turbulent fluctuations driven by various plasma
instabilities, which are not taken into account by the neoclassical theory. However, the neo-
classical theory is regarded as a standard model with a well-established framework, which
gives lower limits of the transport fluxes in quiescent plasmas close to thermal equilibria,
and it also has practical use for predicting the parallel transport such as a bootstrap current
with more accuracy than the predictions for the radial transport. The characteristics of the
neoclassical theory lie in the inclusion of the effects of the global magnetic field geometry
due to the long mean free path of the hot particles. In less collisional regimes such as plateau
and banana regimes, the processes in deriving the neoclassical transport equations, which
relate the neoclassical transport fluxes to the thermodynamic forces, are more complicated
than the derivation of the classical transport equations in more collisional regimes. Since the
neoclassical transport coefficients contain the parameters relating to both the collisionality
and the magnetic geometry, it is less trivial than in the case of the classical transport to show
the validity of the Onsager symmetry5 for the neoclassical transport. In the cases of axisym-
metric systems, the analytical expressions of the full neoclassical transport coefficients for all
collisionality regimes have been obtained, and it is well-known that the Onsager symmetry
holds for the axisymmetric neoclassical transport matrix.

The neoclassical transport equations for nonaxisymmetric systems6"11 are more compli-
cated due to the geometrical complexities, and they involve the nonambipolar parts. The
absence of symmetry may also cause the breakup of magnetic surfaces into islands and er-
gordic regions,12 although such problems are beyond the scope of this work. Here we assume
the existence of toroidal nested magnetic surfaces as in other previous works.6"11 Balescu and
Fantechi derive the full neoclassical transport coefficients for the nonaxisymmetric plasma in
the plateau regime, and claim that the Onsager symmetry partly breaks down in that case.11

Contrary to Ref.ll, we show in the present work that the Onsager symmetry is robustly valid
for the neoclassical transport equations in the cases of general toroidal plasmas consisting of
electrons and multi-species ions with arbitrary collision frequencies.

Concerning the Onsager relation, it is important to discuss the entropy production re-
sulting from the transport processes since the Onsager relation, if it holds, is satisfied only by
the transport matrix connecting the conjugate pairs of transport fluxes and thermodyanamic
forces, which should be specified through the entropy production.5 According to the termi-
nology in Ref.3, we expect that the kinetic form of the entropy production defined from the
collision operator should coincide with its thermodynamic form in which the entropy produc-
tion is expressed as the sum of the products of the conjugate pairs of the fluxes and forces.



In Chap. 17 of Ref.3, Balcscu presented detailed analyses on the kinetic and thcrmodynamic
forms of the entropy production in the classical and neoclassical transport processes for the
axisymmetrie case. Using the Hennitian moment representation, he confirmed that the ki-
netic form of the entropy production includes the thermodynamic form given by the products
of the thermodynamic forces and their conjugate classical and neoclassical Pfirsch-Schliiter
fluxes, although he did not identify the thermodynamic form corresponding to the the neo-
classical banana-plateau transport. In this work, before the proof of the Onsager symmetry,
we show for general toroidal geometry the complete coincidence between the kinetic form of
the entropy production and its full thermodynamic form including all contributions from the
classical and neoclassical (Pfirsch-Schliiter, banana-plateau, nonaxisymmetric) fluxes. The
main difference between our treatment and that in Ref.3 is that we use directly the distri-
bution function and the drift kinetic equations instead of the Hermitian moment expansion.

The proof of the Onsager symmetry for the neoclassical transport equations in general
toroidal configuraltions is given in the similar manner to that in the Appendix of Ref.2. The
proof uses the self-adjointness of the linearized collision operator and the formal solution of
the linearized drift kinetic equation although neither axisymmetry of the magnetic configu-
ration nor any condition for collisionaliy is not required. We also derive the full neoclassical
transport coefficients in the nonaxisymmetric system for collision frequencies in the Pfirsch-
Scliliitcr and plateau regimes, from which the Onsager symmetry of the full neoclassical
transport matrix is directly confirmed.

In the axisymmetric configurations, the ambipolarity is automatically satisfied by the
neoclassical transport and the radial electric field does not affect the transport fluxes. On
the oilier hand, in the nonaxisymmetric configurations, the radial electric field is deter-
mined through the particle transport equations if the ambipolarity condition is imposed. In
both cases with and without the ambipolarity condition, we give the neoclassical transport
equations and check their Onsager symmetry.

This work is organized as follows. In Sec.II, the entropy production defined from the col-
lision operator is divided into the two parts, which are derived from the gyroangle-averaged
and gyroanglc-dcpendent parts of the distribution function. The entropy production from
the gyroanglc-dependent distribution function is given by the sum of the inner products of
the classical radial particle and heat fluxes and the radial gradient thermodynamic forces.
The transport matrix relating these classical fluxes and forces is shown to satisfy the Onsager
symmetry. We find that the entropy production from the gyroangle-averaged distribution
function is written as the sum of the inner products of the thermodynamic forces and the
corresponding conjugate fluxes which consist of the Pfirsch-Schliiter, banana-plateau, non-
axisymmetric parts of the neoclassical radial fluxes and the parallel current. In Sec.Ill,
using the formal solution of the linearized drift kinetic equation and the self-adjointness of
the linearized collision operator, we prove that the Onsager symmetry is satisfied by the
neoclassical transport equations for arbitrary collision frequencies in general toroidal sys-
tems including nonaxisymmetric cases. The effects of the ambipolarity on the neoclassical
transport coefficients are examined for both axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric cases to
show the robust validity of the Onsager symmetry independent of the use of the ambipolar-



ity condition. In Sec.IV, the full transport coefficients are derived for the banana-plateau
and nonaxisymmetric parts, separately, and their symmetry properties are investigated. We
derive the nonaxisyinmetric transport coefficients for arbitrary collision frequencies in the
Pfirsch-Schliiter and plateau regimes, and directly confirm that the total banana-plateau
and nonaxisymmetric transport equations satisfy the Onsager symmetry. Finally, conclu-
sions and discussions are given in Sec.V. There, we discuss the reason why our two main
results, i.e., the complete correspondence between the kinetic and thermodynamic forms of
the entropy production, and the Onsager symmetry in the nonaxisymmetric case, were not
comfirmed in Ref.3 and in Ref.ll, respectively.

II. ENTROPY PRODUCTION IN CLASSICAL AND NEO-
CLASSICAL TRANSPORT PROCESSES

Here, we show that the thermodynamic form of the entropy production is equivalent to
its kinetic form defined from the collision operator for the classical and neoclassical transport
in the general case of magnetically confined plasma with arbitrary toroidal geometry. For
that purpose, we first discribe several properties of the collision operator which is denoted
for species a by

ca = Y,CMJ>>) (i)
b

where /„ (fb) is the distribution function of the species a (b) and Cab represents the contri-
bution from the collision between the particles a and b.

The collision operator conserves the particles' number, momentum, and kinetic energy,
which is written as

JdhCab = 0

J d3v ma\Cab + J (Pv mb\Cba = 0

J dh -mav
2C(lh + J (Pv -mbv

2Cba = 0. (2)

Furthermore, the collision operator is invariant under arbitrary translational and rotational
transform of the velocity variable v of distribution functions, which is expressed by

TCab(fa, jb) = cab{Tfa, rjb), ncab(fa, /,,) = cab(nfa, nfh) (3)

where Tf and TZf denote functions / with arbitrary translational and rotational transform
of the velocity variable v, respectively.

The entropy production for the species a is defined from the collision operator by

6 b J



The second law of the thermodynamics or the positive definiteness of the entropy production
is given by

Sab + Sba>0, Y,Sa>0 (5)
a

where the total entropy production £ a Sa vanishes if and only if the distribution functions
for all species are the Maxwellian with the same temperature and the same mean velocity.
However, even if two particle species with much different masses (such as for electrons and
ions) have the Maxwellian distributions with different temperatures, the entropy production
due to their collisions is so small that we hereafter neglect it based on the small mass ratio
ordering.

For magnetically confined plasmas, the lowest-order distribution function for the species
a with respect to the drift ordering is given by the Maxwellian with no mean velocity as

fao = *~3/2navj* exp(-xl) = faM (6)

where v\a = 2Ta/ma and xa = v/vra are defined from the temperature Ta. The distribu-
tion functions and the collision operator are perturbatively expanded in the drift ordering
parameter 6 = p/L (p: the thermal gyroradius, L: the equilibrium scale length) as

fa = /«0 + fal + O(82)

Cab = Cab(fa0, ho) + C^fai, hi) + O(62) (7)

where the linearized collision operator C^b is defined by

Cab{fal,fbl) = Cal>(fai,fbo) + Cab{fa0,fbl)- (8)

The linearized collision operator also has the conservation and symmetry properties,
which are expressed by Eqs.(2) and (3) with Ca& replaced by Cf6. The self-adjointness of the
linearized collision operator13 is written as

Ta fd*v
9f.Cl

ab{hauhbi) + Tb f d3v^-
J JaO J JbO

= Ta fdsv^C^b(ga ^
JaO J JbO

f d'v^CUg^g^) (9)
J JbO

which is exactly valid for Ta = Tb and is approximately satisfied for Ta ^ Tb when ma/mb < 1
or m,blnia < 1. Concerning the positive definiteness of the entropy production described in
Eq.(5), we find the positive definiteness of the quadratic form associated with the linearized
collision operator as

— T d v^—C (a Qbi) —Tb d v—C (obi Q 1) > 0 (10)
J fao J fbo a ~

which is valid for Ta 7̂  Tb to the lowest order of the small mass ratio ma/mb <̂  1 (or
na < 1) as Eq.(9).



Using in Eq.(4)

In fa

the entropy production Sa up to O(62) is given by

In f a = In fa0 + ^-
JaO

> £ h^-C^faufbi). (11)

Instead of Eq.(5), we have from Eq.(lO)

Taaab + Tbabn > 0, £ T«a0 > 0. (12)

Now, let us divide the first-order distribution function /a l into the gyroangle-averaged
part fai and the gyroangle-dependent part /ai as

/«l=/«l+/al. (13)

Due to the rotational symmetry of the collision operator in the velocity space shown in
Eq.(3), the entropy production aa separates into into the corresponding parts as

cra = d-a+Va (14)

where

f7Lc*iihufa) (15)
JaO

£^(/ f l l , / M ) . (16)

First, we consider the entropy production an due to the gyroangle-dependent part of
the distribution function. The gyroangle-dependent part fai is given from the lowest-order
distribution function /ao by

f v x n v?f
V aO —

where n = B/B is the unit vector along the magnetic field B and tta = eaB/mac is the
gyrofrequency of the particle with the mass ma and the charge ea. In Eq.(17), /ao is regarded
as a function of (V,E,/J,) (V: the volume inside the flux surface, E = \mav

2 + ea$: the
particle's energy, and \i = mav

2
l/2B: the magnetic moment) and we have used



where the thermodynamic forces Xa\ and Xa2 are defined from the radial gradients of the
pressure pa, the electrostatic potential $, and the temperature Ta as

X . i s - i - e , * ' , Xa2 = -T'a (' = d/dV) (19)

in terms of which the perpendicular components of the fluid velocity and the heat flow are

: n. (20)

Substituting Eq.(17) into Eq.(16), we obtain

Taaa = J*\Xal + J&X* (21)

where .

Jl\ = T^1 • W , J* = ¥<£ • W (22)

are the radial components of the classical particle and heat fluxes defined by

Here the friction forces F a l and Fa2 are given by

(23)

Fa2 = J2jd3v mav (xl - | ) CL
ab{faUfbl). (24)

It should be noted that, from the rotational symmetry of the collision operator, that fai

does not contribute to the perpendicular friction forces Fj_aj while / a l does not contribute to
the parallel friction forces F||aj-. Equation (21) shows that the entropy production aa defined
from the gyroangle dependent part of the distribution function is caused by the classical
particle and heat transport, and that the classical fluxes J*\ and J^ are conjugate to the
thermodynamic forces A"ai and Xa2, respectively. The momentum conservation due to the
collision operator gives

\i = 0 (25)



which in turn causes the classical particle fluxes to satisfy the ambipolarity as

«ra=0. (26)

We have the relations between the perpendicular friction forces and flows from Eqs.(17) and
(24) as

F
-F

.Lai

±a2
= E

b

lab ]ab~\ f
'11 '12
lab lab l_nl2i hi I I 5p4

tl-L<>
(27)

where the coefficients lfk are the same ones defined in Ref.2 and are given by

Here, Lo3/2)(rr2) = 1, L(^2\x2) = | — re2, • • • are the Laguerre polynomials of order | . In
Eqs.(27) and (28), the rotational symmetry of the linearized collision operator is used. From
the self-adjointness of the linearized collision operator shown in Eq.(9), the coefficients /"£
have the following symmetry :

•tab iba

The momentum conservation property described in Eq.(25) imposes another constraint on
the coefficients /$! :

E^- = °- (3°)
a

From Eq.(21) and the ambipolarity condition £ a ea J%[ — 0 given by Eq.(26), we obtain

_ (31)
av/ a

where X*x (a^ I) is defined by

X*. = Xa\ — —Xn = —— + —— (a ^ I) (32)
P r 11 P r '11 r

Here we have chosen a certain particle species denoted by / . We hereafter regard / as the
ion species with the smallest particle number density. If a plasma consists of electrons and
a single ion species i, we take / = i.

Equation (31) shows that the number of the conjugated pairs of the classical fluxes and
thermodynamic forces is reduced by employing the new pairs (Jai-,X^)a^i, (Ja2, Xa2) instead
of {Jai,Xa\), (Ja2iXa2)- We also find that the radial electric field does not appear in the
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now sot of the thcrmodynamic forces. The transport equations which relate the classical
fluxes (Jni, Jn2) to the thermodynamic forces (A*ai,A"a2) are obtained from Eqs.(20), (22),
(23), and (27) as

TCI "1Ja\ _
TelJa2\

( rc\\ah ( rclyi6
\ L ) \ \ \ L )\2

c\\ah\ah I rc\\
J21 KL J

ab A&2
(33)

where the classical transport coefficients {Lc{)fk are given by

ehab _ / i\j+k-lc

>jk{ *)
jab

From Eq.(29), we have the Onsager symmetry for the classical transport as

Equation (30) yields
= 1,2).

(34)

(35)

(36)

We easily find from Eqs.(32), (33), (35), and (36) that the classical transport equations for
the pairs (</*!, A'*1)n^/, (Ja

c
2,A

r
a2) are given by

TCI cl\a6
)

cKafc
>
afc y

TCI
Ja2 -

cl\n6
)

cl\n6
) (37)

which shows that the transport coefficients {Ld)°b
k are the same as in Eq.(33) except for the

limitation (a,j), (b, k) ^ (/, 1) and that the Onsager symmetry is valid for both of the conju-
gate pairs. We should note that the ambipolarity condition (36) reduces the number of the
thorinodynamic forces required for determing the classical fluxes by one, and that the radial
electric field does not enter the reduced set of the thermodynamic forces {X*l^ri,Xa2).

Next, let us consider the entropy production aa due to the first-order gyroangle-averaged
distribution function /„], which satisfies the drift kinetic equation14'15 :

v\\n • V / a l V/a 0 - %- (38)

where v(/n is the sum of the E x B, VB and curvature drift velocities, and Ct{fa\) =
ZbCab(faiJbi)- We obtain from Eqs.(15) and (38)

aO

[ r (/al)2l f

J £.TaQ J
(39)



where the parallel flow velocity u\\a is defined by nau\\a = f d3vfaiV\\. Here, the flux surface
average of the first term in the right-hand side vanishes. In taking the flux surface average of
the second term, we use the following two equations for the radial particle and heat fluxes :

i • v

( B , . y . @ )

= J"a? (41)

where the Hamada coordinates {V,0,(,) are employed to represent the poloidal and torodal
components of the magnetic fields (see Appendix A) and Eq.(A2) is used. Here, we have used
the definitions : paX = J d3v~niav

2faX, 0aX = J d3v\mav
2{x2

a - | ) / a l , na = (p^a - p±a)(nn -
±1) = Jd3vma(v

2\ -\v2
l)fal(nn-~\), 0 a = ( 0 | | a - 6 i a ) ( n n - | l ) = /d3uma(t;| - \v\){x2

a-
| ) / a i(nn - \\). The neoclassical particle and heat fluxes are given by

a l = (I a • VV) = Ja\ + •'ol + Ja\

J"a2 = Y (Qa • Vy)"C l = 7a
P
2
S + JbJ + J - (42)

•*• a

which consist of the Pfirsch-Schliiter (J^f), the banana-plateau ( JQ/) , and nonaxisymmetric

10



(./„/) parts defined by

= (ra • w>b> = ~ ^ j (B • v

= (ra • wr = JJOBC <B( •v • *•

a)

(B, • V • 0B> (43)

Then, we find that the flux surface average of the second term in the right-hand side of
Eq.(39) is given by the products of the neoclassical radial fluxes and the thermodynamic
forces as

- ( M V a l V r f a • W ^ ^ - 1 ^ n c l naClE\\(* I U \ B 2 W V , A rncl
TdV

(44)
The flux surface average of the third term in the right-hand side of Eq.(39) is given by

_ n « e , (Bu{{a) ( { { ) « a C £ „ B

^ + ^ \ " 5 c W 5 J X l (45)

where Eq.(A7) is used. Then, we finally obtain from Eqs.(39), (44), and (45) the thermody-
namic form of the flux-surface-averaged entropy production (aa) as

T1 ITT \ — 7ncl Y _L Tnc* Y J- T Y (AR\

where the parallel flux Ja3 and the parallel force A'a3 are defined by

j = na {Bu]]a) x ^e(B^)__

( n ) ( n )

Taking the species summation of Eq.(46), we have

E 71 /=. \ V~̂  ( Tncl v 1 xncl v" ^ _t T V ^/1C\

-ta \Ga) — 2^, \Ja\ A a l + Ja2 Aa2) + JE^-E (,4O)
a a

11



where JE and XE are defined from the total parallel current J\\ and the parallel electric field
E\\ as

(BEn)
Jj^yk = £ ^ XE = A_L (49)

Thus the flux surface average of the entropy production due to the gyroangle-averaged dis-
tribution functions is given in the thermodynamic form, in which the neoclassical radial
fluxes J*f, J%2 and the parallel current JE are conjugate to the radial gradient forces Xai,
X,,2 and the parallel electric field XE, respectively. It should be noted that the neoclassical
thermodynamic form of the entropy production can be obtained only through the magnetic
surface average as in Eq.(48), which is a remarkable contrast to the classical thermodynamic
form (21) defined locally in the cofiguration space.

Now, let us consider the ambipolarity condition for the neoclassical particle fluxes.
From the momentum conservation (25) by collisions and the charge neutrality condition
Hn naen = 0, the intrinsic ambipolarity holds for both of the Pfirsch-Schliiter and banana-
plateau particle fluxes in the same way as for the classical particle fluxes, which implies that
the ambipolar conditions

E ^ a P l S = £ ^ i P = °- (50)

are valid for arbitrary values of the thermodynamic forces (Anl, An2, XE)- On the other
hand, the nonaxisymmetric particle fluxes J"f and accordingly the total neoclassical particle
fluxes J^f are not ambipolar generally. If the ambipolarity condition for the total neoclassical
particle fluxes

al^Z^i^O (51)

is imposed, we find in the similar way as in Eq.(31) that Eq.(48) is rewritten as

Ta (aa) = £ J^X;t + £ rJXa2 + JEXE. (52)

In axisymmetric toroidal systems, the nonaxisymmetric fluxes J^f (j = 1,2) vanish and
therefore the neoclassical particle fluxes J"f are intrinsically ambipolar. As discussed in
the next section, in nonaxisymmetric systems, the ambipolarity condition (51) combined
with the neoclassical transport equations gives a constraint on the thennodynamic forces
(Xai,Xa2,XE) from which the radial electric field — $' is expressed by a linear form in
the pressure and temperature gradients and the parallel electric field. Then, independent
thermodynamic forces for nonaxisymmetric systems are given not by the set (A'ai. A'a2,A'c)
but by the reduced one {X*l^I-),Xa2,XE)- In the present work, we show the neoclassical
transport equations for both cases with {Xa\,Xa2,XE) and with {X^(a^n,Xa2,XE) used as
the forces, in order to elucidate the relation of the ambipolarity to the axisynimetry and to
the Onsager symmetry.

12



III. ONSAGER SYMMETRY OF NEOCLASSICAL TRANS-
PORT EQUATIONS FOR GENERAL TOROIDAL SYS-
TEMS

In this section, it is proved that the Onsager symmetry is satisfied by the neoclassical
transport equations for general toroidal systems including nonaxisymmetric cases. For that,
it is convenient to define the distribution function ga by

(53)

where / ' dl denotes the integral along the magnetic field line. Then, Eq.(38) is rewritten as

v\\a. • Vga - Ca(ga) = —fao{SaiXai + Sa2Xa2 + Sa3Xa3) (54)
•La

where the functions Saj {j = 1,2,3) are defined by

' l 2 ) 1 / 2 . (55)

The neoclassical radial fluxes J"f (j = 1,2) and the parallel flux Ja3 are expressed in terms
of ga and Saj {j = 1,2,3) as

rncl
aj _ , . „ , „ y a ^ a j j (J — 1 , 2 )

j „ = / f ,fiv a s o\ C561
•Ja3 — \ I yaJa3 I V"u/

where we have used the following formula for an arbitrary function F(x) :

y'Jd'vfa-l)' (vrfa'W)/a0| = - ^ i ^ ( | n . V ^ (J = 1,2) (57)

Noting in Eq.(54) that the left-hand side is linear with respect to ga and that Xaj (j = 1,2,3)
occur in the right-hand side as parameters, we find that the solution ga of Eq.(54) is given
by

6

where Gabj (j = 1,2,3) are defined as the solutions of

v\\n- VGnbj -T,CL'(Gabj,Ga,bj) = dah^fboSbj (j = 1,2,3). (59)

13



Then, using Eqs.(56) and (58), we obtain the transport equations relating J£f (j = 1,2) and
Ja3 to Xaj {j = 1,2,3) as

•hi
J<i2

-ab-\
'13

L ab rab fab
21 ^22 ^32

rafc rab rab
Ltn\ Lino i-'VXJZ\ ^32

A',61

A'63

(60)

where the transport coefficients L"k are given by

Lfk = ([d*v SajGabk) (j,k = 1,2,3). (61)

Equation (60) is rewritten as the transport equations relating J"f (j = 1,2) and JE to Xaj
(j = l,2) and XE :

V, LajkX\,k + LO
JEXE (j = 1,2)

(62)

6 fc=l,2

b fc=l,2

where the coefficients L°E, La
Ej (j = 1,2) and LEE are given by

a,b

In order to show the Onsager symmetry of the transport coefficients, it is useful to separate
Eq.(59) into even and odd parts with respect to v\\ as

F • VG4- " E , G~a,bj) = ^ 1 (64)

where the superscripts + and - denote the even and odd parts, respectively. Noting that
Saj are even for j = 1,2 and odd for j = 3, and using Eqs.(61) and (64), we obtain

' /" 3 !

' f 3 X

U //in

. VG-Aaj) -
/ A,B

/ A,B

from which we have

itsZ/iw = — Y^T/i ( / d3v-—
\J JAO

AO

AO
= 6flL$ (65)

(66)

14



Wo find from the self-adjointness of the linearized collision operator given by Eq.(9) that the
right-hand side of Eq.(66) is invariant under the permutation of the subscripts {a,j) <-> (b, k)
ami that

(fy + SJ2)Lfk + *MLg = (6kl + W g + biZL%
Thus, we obtain

(«V + «5j2 - 8ri)Lfh = («fcl + « „
which is rewritten as the well-known Onsager relations :

Lfk = L % ( j , k = 1 , 2 )

£33 = ^ 3 - (67)

We sec from Eqs.(63) and (67) that

L';E = ~La
Ej ( j = l , 2 ) . (68)

Equations (67) and (68) show that the Onsager symmetry is satisfied by the transport matrix
which combines the conjugate pairs of the fluxes (J"x

cl, J^\ JE) and the forces (Xai, Xa3, XE)
for general toroidal systems.

Here, let us discuss the relation between the transport equations and the ambipolarity
condition. In axisymmetric systems, intrinsic ambipolarity holds for the neoclassical particle
fluxes and is expressed in terms of the relation between the transport coefficients as

aL?£ = 0 (j = l,2,3). (69)

Then, the number of the conjugate pairs of fluxes and forces is reduced by one as shown
in Eq.(52) using X*1(a?t/) instead of XaX. We find from Eqs.(67), (68), and (69) that the
transport equations relating the fluxes (Jai(a^i)^a2^E) to (X*1(a:£J},Xa2,XE) in the ax-
isymmetric case are given by

rncl V~* Tab v* 1 V"* rab
Ja1 - 2 ^ ^ + 2 La1

+ zJ LE2Xb2 + LEEXE- (70)
6

Iii the transport equations (70), the transport coefficients Lfk are the same as in Eq.(62)
except for the limitation (a,j),(6, k) ^ (/, 1) and the Onsager symmetry is still valid.
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In lionaxisyinmetric systems, the ainbipolarity condition (51) gives a relation between
the thermodynamic forces which is used to express one thermodynamic force X[ in terms of
the other thermodynamic forces (A"^1(a ,7), A'a2,A"£) as

eaebLfA E e° \ E LnX'bl + E O ' w + L1EXE) • (71)
a,b ) a \b^l b j

Equation (71) determines the radial electric field — <&' = Xn/ej +p'//(n/e;) as a linear
combination of the pressure and temperature gradients and the parallel electric field.

Then, in the nonaxisymmetric case with the ainbipolarity condition (71), the transport
equations relating {Jlx{a±i), J& , JE) to (A '* w / ) ,X a 2 ,X E ) are given by

llXbl + E ^12-̂ 62 + ^l
b^I b

Ja2 — E ^21^61 + E ^22^62 + ^2

I*M + E tinXn + CEEXE (72)
6,4/ 6

where the transport coefficients Cfk, C-E, CEj, and CEE are

-1
L

AB
CACB*-i

\>A,B

- 1

-AB

KA,B

- 1

KA,B

= LEE- (E e ^Ei ) (£<UL{U \Y,eAeBLff) . (73)
\ A I \ A ) \A,B J

We see from Eqs.(67) and (68) that the Onsager symmetry still holds for the transport
coefficients given by Eq.(73) :

fob _ rba fa _ _ pa (7A\
*~jk ~ *~kj '-'jE ~ *~Ej- \'^l

Thus, we have established for nonaxisymmetric systems with no net radial current that the
radial electric field is determined by the pressure, temperature gradients, and the parallel
electric field, and that transport satisfies the Onsager symmetry.
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IV. BANANA-PLATEAU AND NONAXISYMMETRIC TRANS-
PORT COEFFICIENTS

In the previous section, we have shown the Oiisager symmetry for the transport co-
efficients relating the neoclassical radial fluxes and the parallel current {Jat^a2->^E) to
the radial gradient forces and the parallel electric field (A'ai, A'a2, A^) in general toroidal
systems. The neoclassical radial particle and heat fluxes (J^1, J^1) consist of the Pfirsch-
Schliiter, banana-plateau, and nonaxisymmetric parts while, as shown in Appendix B, it
is well-known that the transport equations for the Pfirsch-Schliiter fluxes (Jai,Jai) and
the radial gradient forces (A'ai,J\Ta2) satisfy the Onsager symmetry. Thus, it is clear that
the sum of the banana-plateau and nonaxisymmetric radial fluxes, and the parallel current
{Jaf + J'ai, Ja2+J"2i JE) are related to the forces {Xal,Xa2,XE) by the transport coefficients
with the Onsager symmetry. In this section, using the thirteen moment (13M) approxima-
tion,3 we derive the transport equations for the banana-plateau fluxes and those for the
nonaxisymmetric fluxes separately, in the case of general toroidal plasma consisting of elec-
trons and one ion species. Then, the symmetry properties are investigated for each of the
transport equations, and the Onsager symmetry for the total transport is directly confirmed.

The parallel momentum balance equations combined with the friction-flow relations are
given in the 13M approximation by

(B-V-0e)
nemP y . i

fe ]e

(B{U\\e -
(75)

(76)

where the dimensionless friction coefficients ty = —{Taa/nama)lf? are given by le
n = Zt,

le
l2 = \Z-n le

22 = \f2+™Z{, and i22 = \fl with the ion charge number Z{. The species
summation of the parallel momentum balances reduces to

(B • V • 7Te) + (B • V • TZi) = 0 (77)

where the momentum conservation (25) in collisions and the charge neutrality condition
£«<V?« = 0 are used.

Solving the linearized drift kinetic equation gives the equations for the parallel viscosities,
which have the following form for all collision frequencies in the Pfirsch-Schliiter, plateau,
and banana regimes :

(B • V • 7Ta)
(B-V-0fl)

' {u]]aB)

M'aa
~(Ga)

ea

al (78)

v-here ca and fiaj (j = 1,2,3) are the dimensionless parameters for the viscosity coeffi-
ents, and {Ga) represents the geometrical factor which measures the deviation from the
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axisymmctric configuration. These parameters ca, fiaj (j = 1,2,3) and (Ga) are given in
Appendix C and all of them are generally dependent on the collision frequecies although, in
the axisymmctric case, the geometrical factor is given by (Ga) = (B^) fB° for both species
and for all the collision frequecies.

Using Eqs.(76)-(78), the ion parallel flows and viscosity are written as

,-) = (d) - (xn + ̂ Xi2) - 4 r —
L, \ / t , j / <-,/./,,-j I(.,111,,

V • 7re)

2 ,B v = C,-(AaAa

(79)

(80)

( B . v • ©.) = _ u) -A',-2 - ^ (B • V • TTC (81)

where we have defined fa'n = fan — 7/},-2 and //'-2 = //,-2 — 7/tt-3 with 7 = Cifai->/{cifaft +
/22). Equations relating the electron parallel viscosities (B • V • TCC) and (B • V • 0C) to the
thermodynamic forces (Xe\,Xe2,XiUXi2,XE) arc obtained from Eqs.(75), (78), and (79) as

1-1 . r .
le ]e

y ~ l2

fe le
~lYl '22

>e ;e

I1 ~ 12

-1

nemeTu 1 0

nimiTee [0 0

"<Ge)fA-cl

(B • V • TTC)

(B • V • 0C>

fA'ea
(82)

We also find from Eq.(75) that the parallel current is divided into the classical part J | and
the neoclassical part J^F due to the electron parallel viscosities as

(B • V • 7re) +
 lf (B • V • 0e> (83)f

22

where as = (nee
2ree/me)/'22/[/f1f22 - (Zf2)

2] is the classical Spitzer conductivity.
Finally, we obtain from Eqs.(77) and (81)-(83) the banana-plateau transport equations

which relate (J^,JeL ^ iP ,4P ,4P) to (Xcl,Xe2,XiUXi2,XE) as

e
IE

(Lhp)i
A',-2

(84)
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where the banana-plateau transport coefficients are given by

l _ nLmce
2(B<)(Gc) iM, M2

J [
Te

'Mi M2] =
M2 Mi ~

'11 '12
— f' 7e

"12 '22 J

- 1

< (G e >

nPc

/<e3

- 1

CiAn

Mi M2

M2 M3

10
00

^ rbp\

- 1

. ' 1 2 .

(85)

(86)

(87)

(88)

(89)

0".,

f [0,0,0,1,0]

le \]e le (je \2]
'22l'll*22 ~ 1'12J J

;e ;e
J22 '12

Mi M2

M2 M3

(22

L^12 J

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

The banana-plateau transport coefficients given in Eqs.(85)-(93) satisfy the following
symmetry properties :

(94)
(o = e,i; j = 1,2).
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Thus, we confirm that the banana-plateau transport equations have the complete Onsagor
symmetry in the axisymmetric case where (Ge) = (G,) = (BQ) /B°. The intrinsic ambipo-
larity of the banana-plateau particle fluxes is expressed by

"j (a = e , i ; j = 1,2),

which are rewritten by Eq.(94) as

e
IE

e
£1-

(95)

(96)

Using the above relations, the fluxes (Je
biP(= Z,J,bp), Jb

2
p, j ] ^ , ^ ) are related to the new

reduced set of forces (X"I,XC2,XI2,XE) by the transport equations

(97

Here, the force X*{ is defined by

) Y = _ I y-d ~e$' ^r-l . (98)

When (Ge) = (G,), A'*f coincides with A'*l5 which is proportional to the total pressure
gradient —p' = — (p'e +p ' ) , and the radial electric field — $' never affects the banana-plateau
transport. However, if the electrons and the ions belong to different collisionality regimes
in the nonaxisymmetric case, the banana-plateau radial particle and heat fluxes, and the
bootstrap current depend on the radial electric field —$' through A'*f since (G£) ^ (G,).

Next, let us derive the nonaxisynnnetric transport equations. For the derivation, it is
essential to note that the toroidal viscosities are given in the following form for both of the
Pfirsch-Schluter and plateau regimes :

{B, • V • 7ra)l _ nflm(1

(B ( -V-0 n ) - " l ~ C'°
(ullaB)

iiMJ ~ (Gta) - (99)

where cta and (Gta) are given in Appendix C and p,aj (j = 1,2,3) are the same as in Eq.(78).
Here and hereafter, we consider the toroidal viscosities and the nonaxisymmetric fluxes only
for the Pfirsch-Schliiter and plateau regimes since the expressions similar to Eq.(99) have
not been obtained yet for the banana regime.

Appendix C shows that the ratio between the toroidal and parallel viscosities c,a/ca is
related to the geometrical factor (Gn) in Eq.(78) by the following equation :

cla
cla (B2) =B°(Ga) (100)
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which is an essential relation for showing the Onsager symmetry of the total neoclassical
transport.

Using Eqs.(7S) and (99), the toroidal viscosities are written in terms of the parallel
viscosities and the thermodynamic forces as

' ( B , • V-7T, , ) ] _CuL

< B , - V - 0 n > ca

(B • V • TTH)

(B • V • 0 a )
nama

ea Aa2 Aa3 I [X,a2
• (101)

Then, from Eqs.(43), (84), and (101), we obtain the nonaxisymmetric transport equations
relating (JX,J%,J}?,J??) to (XeUXe2,XiUXi2,XE) :

(102)

rna -1Jel
Tna

Je2
Tna

•yil
TnaJi2 J

"IT na\ce f
v-k h i I
\ L )2\ K
1 Tna\ie (
\L hi I/ j nay'e I

•v /21V

Tn&\ce

Tna\ce
•^ J22

£"a)l2
rnavc

• ^ ^ 2 2

/ rnaui
\L hi
\ L 121

(•^"a)liIl
/ rna\it
V-k /21

/ rna\ei
V '12

l-̂  hi
1 rnaV
\ L )\2
1 rnay'i
1-" /22

/ rnaNe
V^ ) l E
{ rna\e
\ L )2E
I rna\i
l ^ )\E
I T na^i
V J2E

where the nonaxisymmetric transport coefficients are given by

na\ee / r n a \ e e ( r na.\e
111 V-k J12 \ L )l

)2\ \ L )22 \ L J2

I r na\ei
I

naNci

na.\e
)1E

na\e
>2E

r e2 te
{(Ge)-(Gte)) [AelAc2 0 0 0l

Xe2

X
E

hE

(103)

(Tm\.\ie ( rna\ie /rnaVi ArnaV'i
\ L ) n \ L 1̂2 1-̂  h i ^ h,2
(T\v,\.\ie j T\\a.\ie ( r nn\ii I r naV
\ L )2\ \ L J22 \ L hi \ L 122

d

(?

)\E
V
>2E

iioni_(?_ «G,-) - (G,,-)) [0 0 A,-i A.-2 0
TU efli B°B< OOA.-2A.-3O

^2E

(104)

It is found that (L"a)"[! = (Lna)j£ is always valid although (Lnil)fk = {L"il)i?j is satisfied only
when q r /c , = C,J/CJ. We see from Eq.(100) that the condition clc/cc — c,j/ci is equivalent
to (Gc) = (d). which holds if the electrons and the ions belong to the same collisionality
regime.

Finally, combining the banana-plateau transport equations (84) with the nonaxisymmet-
ric transport equations (102), and using the relation (100), the transport equations for the
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total of the banana-plateau and nonaxisynimetric fluxes
as

$, j /f, Jb
2",JE

p) a r o obtained

' Tbn '
Jel
Tbn

Je2
TbnJi\
Tbn

Ji2

Ap.

in

J% + J"i
Jnp + w
j-bp i Tna

Ji2 < Ji2
Tbp

( rbn\ee
y^ )u
( T bn \cc

(^ hi
(Lb%
(Lb")2\

binee
)\2

nee ( rbn\ei
722 \ L )2l

bn\ez / r bn\ei ( T bn N

where the total transport coefficients are given by

\\ (L*% (Lb% (Ib")fJ _ B° (Ge)b J

bn\ie (rbn\ie

I r bn \
in
ie
21

i2
bny'e

J22

bn\ii\ii I rbnsii I fbn\i |
111 l - k )V2 \ L )lE _

J2JS

(Lb")

e
IE

)E

\E

2E

EE

xe2
Xn
Xi2

\XE

(105)

fa fa 0 0 0,
neme c2 ((Ge) - (Gte)) f£el £e2 0 0 0

((G,-) - (Gti)) [0 0
I

0
00 £ra A* 0

e
1 J S 7 |

(107)

(108)
Thus, from the above definitions and the symmetry properties given by Eq.(94), we can
directy confirm that the total banana-plateau and nonaxisymmetric transport coefficients
satisfy the following Onsager symmetry :

( L b n $ = ( L b n ) g , (Lh"yEj = -(LbnTjE ( a , 6 = e > i ; j , f c = l , 2 ) . ( 1 0 9 )

Here, we should note that these transport coefficients contain terms of different orders in
(me/mi)1'2. As seen from Eqs.(85)-(93) and Eqs.(106)-(108), the ion-ion coefficients (Ibn);4
are O((m!/7iie)

1/'2) larger than the other coefficients.
When the ambipolarity condition is imposed in the nonaxisymmetric case, we obtain, in

the similar way as in Eqs.(71)-(73), the radial electric field :

e,-

n
SI

a,b=e,i

a=c,i

- l

)n

(110)
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and the reduced set of the transport equations :

Tbn

Tbn
c2

fbn
Ji2

• / /•hn \ec

i*- in1 /"bn ^ e
v ^ /21
(£bn)2l

.(£bn)/n

/• / 'bn \cc I

I /•bn\ee 1
\^ J22 y

{ch"y22 (
(£lm)CE2 i

/•bn \ei
^ /12
/•bn \ei
*- /22

£b")92

- b n ) 'E2

( ^ n ) l £
/" /"biiNe
\*-' )2£
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'E\

where the transport coefficients are defined by

hnyih -bn \a6
)

b̂riNo / r bn \a
- ;;-ij - \ L )jE -

Am1 Am\a _ 1 r bn\a

A=e,i

A,B=e,i

The Onsager symmetry still holds for the above coefficients

(£ Ijkbn \ab { pbn\ba I s*bn\a t pbn\a
^ Ikj V*" IjE ~ \*~ )Ei

(111)

- 1

bn\AB

bn\AB

bn\AB

- 1

- 1

- 1

bn\AB (112)

(113)

As mentioned earlier, terms of different orders in (me/mi)1?2 are included in the transport co-
efficients {Lhn)fk'. Therefore, the coefficients {Ch")fk for the reduced transport equations also
contain different, order terms. To the lowest order of {me/mi)1^2, Eq.(llO) is approximated
by

,,/ I r naui V
(114)

which is the same one given in Ref.8 and in Ref.ll. In Ref.ll, Balescu and Fantechi used this
approximate expression for the radial electric field instead of Eq.(llO) to derive the reduced
set of the transport equations. Then, their resultant transport coefficients are different from
ours in Eq.(112) and do not satisfy the Onsager symmetry since part of O^nie/mi)1/2) terms
in Eq.(112) are inconsistent neglected.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, we have investigated the entropy production, the full transport equations
and their Onsager symmetry for the neoclassical transport processes in magnetically con-
fined plasmas with general toroidal configurations. It was clearly shown that, for both the
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classical and neoclassical transport processes, the kinetic form of the entropy production
defined from the linearized collision operator is equivalent to its thennodynamie form writ-
ten as the inner product of the thermodynamic forces and their conjugate transport fluxes.
The entropy production from the gyroangle-dependent distribution function corresponds to
the sum of the products of the classical radial particle and heat fluxes and the radial gra-
dient thermodynamic forces, while the magnetic surface average of the entropy production
from the gyroangle-averaged distribution function is given by the sum of the products of
the thermodynamic forces and their conjugate fluxes which consist of the Pfirsch-Schliiter,
banana-plateau, nonaxisymmetric parts of the neoclassical radial fluxes and the parallel
current. This equivalence between the kinetic and thennodynamic forms of the entropy pro-
duction for the full neoclassical transport fluxes were not confirmed by Balescu in Chap. 17
of Ref.3. The reason is now discussed.

In deriving the thermodynamic form of the entropy production, we used the linearized
drift kinetic equation without employing the Hermitian moment expansion of the distribution
function. Balescu expressed the kinetic form of the entropy production as the quadratic form
of only the vector Hcrmitian moment part of the distribution function which corresponds
to the / = 1 part of the Legendre polynomial expansion. However, since the neoclassical
banana-plateau and nonaxisymmetric fluxes arc caused by the parallel and toroidal vis-
cosites, the tensor Hermitian moment part (or the / = 2 part, of the Legendre polynomial
expansion) needs to be included for deriving the neoclassical thermodynamic form of the
entropy production. Furthermore, as shown in Appendix D, we find that it is necessary
to include all the tensor moments including higher order parts with / = 3,4,5, • • • in the
kinetic form of the entropy production to derive the neoclassical thermodynamic form in the
banana and plateau regimes. This is intuitively understandable by considering the resonant
particles responsible for the neoclassical fluxes in the plateau regime. The resonant particle
distribition is highly anisotropic in velocity space and is approximated by a delta function
in pitch angle so that the all Hemitian moments (or all /th-order Legendre polynomials) are
required. As shown in Appendix D, the operator v\\n • V in the drift kinetic equation (38)
introduces the anisotropic distribution in the velocity space and it connects the /th-order
moment with (/±l)th-order moments in contrast with the linearized collision operator which
is isotropic in the velocity space and connects the /th-order moment with the same /th-order
moment alone. In the Pfirsch-Schluter regime, the collision operator dominates V||n • V and
the distribution function has small contributions from higher order moments representing
the anisotropy. Then, in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime, the / = 1 vector moment is enough
to express the entropy production as in Ref.3, while the negligibly small viscosity-induced
neoclassical fluxes are included in the / = 2 tensor moment part. On the other hand, as the
collision frequency decreases, the operator uyn • V is comparable to, and then dominates,
the collision operator and all /-order moments are required in the kinetic entropy production
functional to obtain its neoclassical thermodynamic form in the banana and plateau regimes.

We also proved from the formal solution of the linearized drift kinetic equation with
the self-adjoint linearized collision operator that the Onsager symmetry is robustly valid for
the neoclassical transport equations for general toroidal plasmas consisting of electrons and
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multi-species ions with arbitrary collision frequencies. Furthermore, we derived in Sec.IV,
in the case of a single ion species, the full banana-plateau transport coefficients for all
collisionality regimes and the full nonaxisymmetric transport coefficients for the Pfirsch-
Schliiter and plateau regimes. The symmetry properties of these transport matrices were
separately examined and the Onsager symmetry for their total transport equations was
confirmed. We discussed the effects of the ambipolarity condition on the transport equations
in detail for both axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric configurations. The ainbipolarity
condition reduces by one the number of the conjugate pairs of the transport fluxes and the
thermodynamic forces. In the axisymmetric case, the intrinsic ambipolarity holds and the
radial electric field does not affect the transport. On the other hand, for broken toroidal
symmetry, a radial current is a function of the thermodynamic forces (X(1J,XE) in which
the radial electric field is included. When the ambipolarity condition is imposed in the
nonaxisyinmetric case, the radial electric field is given by a linear combination of the other
therniodynamic forces. We showed that the Onsager symmetry is satisfied whether the
conjugate pairs of the fluxes and forces are reduced by the ambipolarity condition or not.

Balescu and Fantechi derived the full neoclassical transport coefficients for the plateau
regime in the nonaxisyinmetric configuration and claimed that the Onsager symmetry is
slightly broken by the nonaxisymmetry. They showed the transport equations only for the
reduced pairs of the fluxes and forces, in which the radial electric field is eliminated by
the ambipolar condition. There, terms of C((w.c/m,)1/'2) were neglected in expressing the
radial electric field in terms of the other forces as in Eq.(114). Then, the resultant transport
coefficients in Ref.ll deviate from those in Eq.(112) and the Onsager symmetry is broken in
them since part of C((???f/?7?,)1/'2) terms necessary for the symmetry are dropped.

The banana-plateau and nonaxisymmetric transport equations obtained here are valid
whether electrons and ions belong to the same collisionality regime or not. When both
species are in the same collisionality regime, we find that the geometrical factors for electrons
and ions coincide with each other (Ge) = (G,-) and that, as far as the radial fluxes and the
radial forces are concerned, the Onsager symmetry is separately valid for the banana-plateau
transport matrix {Lhp)'jl and for the nonaxisymmetric transport matrix (Lna)"£. When
electron and ion collisionality regimes are different, (Ge) ^ (G,) and the mixed electron-ion
coefficients in each matrix are not symmetric although the total matrix Lbn are symmetric. In
the latter case, the radial electric field appears in the thcrmodynamic forces for the banana-
plateau radial particle and heat fluxes and the bootstrap current in the nonaxisymmetric
systems.

Since we proved the robust validity of the Onsager symmetry for the neoclassical transport
equations even in the nonaxisymmetric cases, this symmetry property can be utilized for the
calcnitaion of the nonaxisymmetric transport coefficients in the banana regime which were
not given in Sec.IV. For example, from the banana-plateau transport coefficients (Lhp)"E

and (Lhp)a
Ej {a = e, / ; j = 1,2) for the banana regime given in Sec.IV, we can immediately

obtain part of the nonaxisymmetric transport coefficients for the banana regime as (£na)°£ =
- ( 2 > ) ? E - ( £ b % - (a = e,i;j = 1,2).

In the previous work, we investigated the neoclassical and anomalous transport in weakly
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turbulent plasma and described the entropy production and the Onsager symmetry in electro-
static turbulence.16 Wo are also investigating a unified description of the transport equations,
the entropy production, and the Onsager symmetry for neoclassical and turbulent processes
with both electrostatic and electromagnetic fluctuations, which we will report on in a future
work.
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APPENDIX A: HAMADA COORDINATES AND INCOMPRESS-
IBLE FLOWS

In general toroidal configurations, the magnetic field is written in the covariant form :

B = B°dx/d9 + B^dx/dC, (Al)

where 6 and £ are the poloidal and toroidal angle variables, respectively, and corresponding
basis vectors for the covariant representation are given by dx/dO and dx/d(. Throughout
this paper, we employ the Hamada coordinates (V, 9, (), where the flux label V represents the
volume enclosed by the flux surface, and the periods of the angle variables are normalized
as §d9 = §dC, = 1. The Jacobian is unity VV • V0 x V( = 1 so that the flux surface
average is simply written as (•) = § dd §dQ. The poloidal and toroidal fields are given by
B;) = B°dx/d9 = 5°V( x VV and B, = B^dx/dC = £CVV x V6. The contravariant
poloidal and toroidal components are the surface flux quantities B° = B • V# = \'(V) and
B(• = B • VC = ip'(V), where \' and tp are the poloidal and toroidal fluxes, respectively, and
' = d/dV. The vector product of B and VV is given by the linear combination of B and
dx/dC, as

where 5 C = B • dx/<9C
When a solenoidal vector field U (V-U = 0) is tangential to magnetic surfaces U-VV = 0

and satisfies U x B = VA'(V) with some flux quantity K(V), it is written in the Hamada
coordinates as

U = Uodx/d0 + l^cbc/dC (A3)

where the both contravariant components U° = U • V# and U^ = U • V( are flux surface
quantities. Since both of the flow velocity ua and the heat flow qa are incompressible
V • ua — V • qa = 0 (see Eq.(D12)) and satisfies the above conditions (see Eq.(20)) to
the lowest order in 6, all of their contravariant components u°a = ua • W , u£ = ua • VC,
Qa — Qa • V5, cfa — qa • V( are flux surface quantities. Also, ua and qa are separated into the
parallel and perpendicular components as

ua = M(|an + u± a , qa = <Z||nn + q l a (A4)

where the perpendicular components u i n and q_i_a are given by the thermodynamic forces
A'ai and Xa2 as in Eq.(20). Then, the contravariant poloidal and toroidal flow components
are given by the linear combinations of the parallel flow components and the thermodynamic
forces as

0 B° B
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, B< BocXal

2q°a _B°2glla BccXa2

5pa B 5 pa B2 ea

5 pa B 5 pa I

where Bo = B • dx/d0. We find from Eq.(A5) that

l B ^ + W

The following formulae are obtained from Eqs.(A5) and (A6):

nl

ea

Z^q^a = 2 (q\\aB) '
5PaB bpa ( ) *

o (Bo)\ cX
a2
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APPENDIX B: PFIRSCH-SCHLUTER TRANSPORT EQUA-
TIONS

The relations between the parallel friction forces and the parallel flows are given by the
13M approximation in the same form as in Eq.(27), and are written as

(Bl)

where the coefficients lfk are defined in Eq.(28). Then, the Pfirsch-Schliiter particle and heat
fluxes (Jlf, Jn

p
2
s) defined in Eq.(43) are rewritten as

'Jin _s V
lab lab
'11 M2

lab lab
—'91 '99

(B2)

Substituting Eq.(A7) into Eq.(B2), we obtain the Pfirsch-Schliiter transport equations:

b L V ^ >2\ V-k J 2

where the Pfirsch-Schluter transport coefficients (Lps)^ are given by

( rPS\ab —
\ L Jjk - eaeb

c
B°

iab 3,k = 1,2).

(B3)

(B4)

From Eqs.(29) and (B4), we have the Onsager symmetry for the Pfirsch-Schluter transport
as

/ r l ' S \ a 6 / rPS \6a IA U 1 O( T̂DK\
\ L )jk-\L )kji U , / « - M ) - {DO)

The momentum conservation property described by Eq.(30) reduces to

Y, e«(Ips)u. = 0, (k = 1,2). (B6)

which implies the intrinsic ambipolarity of the Pfirsch-Schluter particle fluxes. We easily
find from Eqs.(32), (B3). (B5), and (B6) that the Pfirsch-Schluter transport equations for
the pairs {Ja?<Xai)a?ii (Ja£'-^'"2) are given by

Jaiu&i) = Z^(-k )n-^M "r .
b^I b

Ja2 - J21AM \ab v
)22Ab2

(B7)

which shows that the transport coefficients (Lps)'jl are the same as in Eq.(B3) except for
the limitation (a,j),{b,k) ^ (/, 1) and that the Onsager symmetry is valid for both of the
conjugate pairs.
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APPENDIX C: PARALLEL AND TOROIDAL VISCOSITIES
It is shown from the solution of the linearized drift kinetic equation that the parallel vis-

cosities in general toroidal configurations for all collision frequencies in the Pfirsch-Schliiter,
plateau, and banana regimes are given in the following form :

(B • V • 7ra)
( B - V - 0 a )

nama
-ca

(u\\aB)
- (Ga) j -

I

A'al (Cl)

where cn and fiaj (j — 1,2,3) are the dimensionless parameters for the viscosity coefficents
and (Ga) represents the geometrical factor. The collision frequency rna is defined in Ref.2.
The dimensionless viscosity parameters /*„_,• (j = 1,2,3) are written as

ix
2(x2 - -)j~

Uai = < fyl + 5<5j2 + f fy
(for the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime)

(for the plateau regime)
(for the banana regime)

(C2)

where the frequencies Uj< and va
D are given in Ref.2, and the velocity-space average {•} =

^ / °°da ; n z\e~*«- is used. The dimensionless coefficient ca is given by

f f (vTaran f <(B • V In B)2) / (B2) (for the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime)

ca = | y/nvTaTaa {B2)~i/2 ETO,n 27r|(lii B)mn\
2\mB° - nB^\ (for the plateau regime)

[ft/fc (for the banana regime)
(C3)

where fc and ft = 1 — fc denote the fractions of circulating and trapped particles defined in
Ref.2 (or in Ref.7), respectively, and (\nB)mn are the coefficients in the Fourier expansion
of In 5 :

\nB =

The geometrical factor (Ga) is written as

(Ga) =

<(B • VIn B)2)-1 [(Bc) (
d-^(B • V In B)) - (Bo) (

d-^(B • V In B))]
(for the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime)

1]
(for the plateau regime).

n (Bo))^1

(C4)
The geometrical factor (Ga) for the banana regime is given in Ref.7 (or in Ref.9) as G\,. When
we put (\nB)mn = 0 for all n ^ 0 in Eqs.(C3) and (C4), the expressions for axisymmetric
systems are reproduced. In the axisymmetric case, (Gn) is independent of the collision
frequency and is given by (Ga) = (B^) /B° for all particle species.
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It is shown that the toroidal viscosities are given in the following form for both of the
Eirsch-Sehliiter and plateau regimes :Pfirsch-

( B , • V • 7Ta)

< B , - V - 6 a > _
namtl

Cta
A'al fl«2

fla3
(Gla) f (C5)

where fiaj (j = 1,2,3) are the same as given by Eq.(C2) and

"aTaaf <(B, • V In B){B • V In B)) / (B2)

m.n27r|(lnB)mn |2(-1 aa

(

?2)~1/2 E

(for the Pfirsch-Schluter regime)
(for the plateau regime)

(CG)

(Gta) =

((B, • V In B)(B • V In B))'1 [(Bc> ( ^ ( B , • V In B)) - (Bo) ( ^ ( B , • V In B))]
(fnv t.hp PfirsHi-RHiliit.pr rppimpl

,m,n

[ ( f ( ^ )
(for the Pfirseh-Schliiter regime)

l | ( > J L , n K l n
fl|J
(for the plateau regime).

\mB6_nIic\

(C7)
The expressions similar to Eq.(C5) has not been obtained yet for the banana regime. We find
from Eqs.(C3), (C4), and (C6) that the ratio between the toroidal and parallel viscosities
Cta/ca is related to the geometrical factor (Ga) by the following equation :

cta

ca

(C8)

which is an essential relation for showing the Onsager symmetry of the total neoclassical
transport. We find from Eqs.(Cl) and (C5) that the toroidal viscosities are written in terms
of the parallel viscosities and the thermodynamic forces as

I ( B , • V • 7Ta)

[<B,-V-0a)_
^ [ ( B - V . ^ l n ^

ca [(B-V-0a) ' aa \X a2
(C9)
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APPENDIX D: DRIFT KINETIC EQUATION AND LEGEN-
DRE POLYNOMIAL EXPANSION

The linearized drift kinetic equation is written as

v\\n • V/Ol + vrfa • V/a0 - ^ | | £ | | / « o = Ca
L(/al) (Dl)

where / a l and fao are regarded as functions of the phase space variables (x,E,fi) (E =
^m.av'2 + ea<& : the particle's energy ; \i — mav\/2B : the magnetic moment). Using (x, v, £)
(£ = V\\/v) as the phase space variables instead of (X,E,/_L), we consider the expansion by
the Legendre polynomials P/(f) (P0(f) = 1, PX(O = £, P2(O = \f - | , • • •) for an arbitrary
function F(x, u,£) as

1=0

, Vl 0 = P,(O^7p £ dvP^Fix, v, 7?). (D2)

The Zth Lengendre component corresponds to the /-order tensor Hermitian moment part in
the Hermitian moment representation employed by Balescu in Ref.3. The first term in the
left-hand side of Eq.(Dl) is rewritten in the new phase space variables as

v (V- V/Ol - (n- V h f l ) i ^ ™ | ^ = Afal. (D3)

We have the following formulae for the Legendre polynomials :

(D4)

We find from Eqs.(D3) and (D4) that the operator A (= v\\a- V with {x,E,n) as the phase
space variables) in the drift kinetic equation (Dl) transforms the Ith. Legendre component
to the linear combination of the (I ± l)th components :

AF® = (AFf'~l) + (AF)«+1\ (D5)

Contrastively, from the velocity space isotropy of the collision operator discribed in Eq.(3),
the operator Cf transforms the Ith component to only the Ith one. The second and third
terms in the right-hand side of Eq.(Dl) are rewritten from Eqs.(18) and (20) as

faO (D6)
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and
eaEw

TaO (D7)

respectively. The former is proportional to the divergence of the diamagnetic flows and con-
tains only the Oth and 2nd Legendre polynomial components while the latter is proportional
to the parallel electric field and contains only the 1st Legendre component.

Now, let us write the drift kinetic equation (Dl) by each Legendre component, separately.
The Oth Legendre component (or the scalar moment part) of Eq.(Dl) is given by

(D8)ulfl + (xl - I) i - V • qlfl] /a0 =

Here, the / = 1 Legendre component fix of the distribution function is expanded by the
Lagucrrc polynomials Lf2\x2

a) (L$/2){x2
a) = 1, L?/2\x2

a) = | - x2
a, • • •) as

- ( / = 1 ) _ z
VTa

U\\a (D9)

where fa[
 1>J-2) denotes the sum of the j th Laguerre polynomial components with j > 2,

which is neglected in the 13M approximation. The first term of Eq.(D8) is rewritten as

V •

Then, Eq.(D8) reduces to

v

- | ) | - V • (5|,an)] /
a0

). (D10)

(DID

Integrating Eq.(Dll) multiplied by 1 and x\ over the velocity space, we obtain the incom-
pressibility of un and qa :

V • ua = V • qn = 0 (D12)

where we used the particle number and energy conservation by the collision operator de-
scribed in Eq.(2). (Exactly speaking, V • qa = 0 is valid to the lowest order of the small
mass ratio as in Eq.(9).) Thus, we have

= <"a [Jai ). (L)13J

from which the contribution from the scalar moment part f^f ' of the distribution function
to the kinetic form of the entropy production is given by

7(1=0)
J

JaQ

Al=0)

faO
(D14)
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In the 13M approximation, <y^~0) vanishes.
Taking the 1st Legendre component (or the vector moment part) of Eq.(Dl), we have

(D15)

We obtain the following parallel momentum balance equations from velocity integration of
Eq.(D15) multiplied by mav£ and mav^{x\ - §) :

n + V • ?ra) - naeaE\\ = F||ai

n • (V0«i + V • 0 a ) = F,|a2. (D16)

Using Eqs.(D9) and (D15), the contribution from the vector moment part f^ ' to the kinetic
form of the entropy production is given by

JaO

JaO

— naeaM||
•La

_ dh
J

J-a

fit2

V • 7ra) + - ^ n • (V6al + V • 0 a)

JaO
(D17)

where the last integral vanishes in the 13M approximation.
The 2nd Legendre component (or the tensor moment part) of Eq.(Dl) is given by

A • q x a
(D18)

which is rewritten by Eqs.(D9) and (D12) as

[u. (Vln5)/Q 0

The contribution from the tensor moment part
production is given by

r + /Tf3))]C/=2) = Cf (jT2*).
(D19)

to the kinetic form of the entropy

JaO
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-—qa • VlnB
5j)a I

TaO

Similarly, for higher order tensor moment parts with I > 3, we have

[A(fi[~l) + fZ+l))]{l) = CtifS) (for / > 3)
from which we obtain

(D20)

(D21)

a{l) — - / dAv—CL( f^) = - / rfiv^-A( f{[~^ + f(',+1h ffnr / > 31 (D221)
u a — / "• u r ^a \Jal J — I t "™\Jal ' J al I \\sJi. I •£_ &). \LJ66)

J JaO J JaO

Taking the magnetic surface average of each order moment part of the entropy production
in Eqs.(D14), (D17), (D20), and (D22) gives

aO

- i - (u||fln • (Vp.i + V • 7ra) + | ^ n V • 0 a)

TaO

\

which are summed up to

1=0

1

-La
(p\\a -

( f o r / > 3)

V • 7ra) + - ^ n
0 P

^ - q a • V In 5
P J

)
/

(D23)

V-0a)

(D24)
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Here, we have used the following cancellation formula for arbitrary functions \ and t of

(D25)
V JaO

which is derived from the following properties of A :

AG(V,v) = O (D26)

where F and G are arbitrary functions of (x, v,£) and (V,v), respectively. After some
calculations, Eq. (D24) is rewritten in the same thermodynamic form as in Eq. (46) :

Ti /=. \ Tncl y a. 7nc ' V -L T V IT\07\

of which the species sum is given by

U \^a) = >.(^ a l ^a l + ^a2 ^a2) + JE^-E- (D28)

It should be noted that the above neoclassical thermodynamic forms of the entropy
production are derived from the kinectic form only through the magnetic surface average
and sum of all the l-t\\ tensor moment contributions of the distribution function. In Chap.17
of Ref.3, Balescu used only the vector Hermitian moments of the distribution function to
calculate the kinetic form of the entropy production, which is written in our notation as

(D29)

Here, as is understandable from the form of fai shown in Eq.(17), the contribution of the
vector Hermitian moments contains aa which is defined by Eq.(16) and written in the classical
thermodynmamic form of Eq.(21). In the Pfirsch-Schluter regime, the higher order moments
representing higher anisotropy become small so that the / = 2 tensor moments corresponding
to the viscosities (and therefore to the banana-plateau and nonaxisymmetric transport fluxes)
are smaller than the / = 1 vector moment corresponding to the classical and Pfirsch-Schliiter
fluxes by a small factor i>TaTaa/L (L: the scale length of the magnetic configuration). In this
case, the / > 3 moments are further smaller and the total entropy production is approximated
in the lowest order of VTaTaa/L with the 13M approximation by Eq.(D29) as

(aa)) ~

{(J&)

+ J$XE (for the Pfirsch-Schluter regime) (D30)
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which takes the thermodynamic form consisting of the products of the thermodynamic forces
and their conjugate classical and Pfirsch-Schliiter fluxes. (Here, it is noted that the classical
fluxes J^j (j = 1,2) is defined not by the magnetic surface average but by the local quantity
in Eq.(22).) However, for small collision frequencies as in the plateau and banana regimes,
contributions from higher order tensor moments with / > 2 are comparable to the I = 1 vector
moment and are indispensable in order to derive the complete neoclassical thermodynamic
form including the banana-plateau and nonaxisymmetric transport fluxes.
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